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Abstract 
This paper presents the work of modelling a locally resonant type composite phononic crystals which has 

vibration forbidden band gap in low frequency range. Composite phononic crystals of 5×8 period on 

aluminum plate was modelled by FEM and the result was verified by experimental test. Vibration band gaps 

below 1k Hz on the panel were observed, which meant composite phononic crystals with multiple periods 

were capable of suppressing low frequency panel vibration. Acoustic responses of vehicle interior cavity 

with 5×18 period composite phononic crystals deployed on vehicle roof was then simulated by means of a 

FEM-BEM coupled technique. Experimental test on vehicle was also carried out with same phononic 

crystals structure on the roof as in simulation. Both results from simulation and experiment show decreased 

vehicle interior noise in mid-low frequency range, which makes locally resonant composite phononic 

crystals an applicable measure for vehicle noise control. 

1 Introduction 

Phononic crystals (PCs) are composite materials made of periodic distribution of inclusions that constituted 

by two or more compounds with different elastic properties embedded in a matrix [1-3]. When the elastic 

wave propagates within the crystal structure, a special dispersion curve is formed as a result of its internal 

periodic structure, which may exhibit absolute band gaps in certain frequency range. Acoustic or elastic 

wave propagation is inhibited or prohibited in this band gap which can be designed through the change in 

periodic structure and material of PCs. Therefore PCs structures have several potential applications, such as 

wave guiding, filtering, sound isolation and vibration damping [4-8]. It is for this reason that they have been 

gaining much attention over the past two decades.  

There are two kinds of gap formation mechanism for PCs, Bragg scattering mechanism [9-10] and locally 

resonant (LR) mechanism [11-13]. For the Bragg type, the periodic scale and the magnitude of acoustic or 

elastic wave length are in the same order. Locally resonant PCs contain elastic resonators composed of a 

heavy core, called scatter, surrounded by a soft coating. The lattice constant of locally resonant PCs is two 

times smaller than that of Bragg PCs, which can exist in a frequency range of two orders of magnitude lower 

than the one resulting from the Bragg scattering. Therefore it is suitable for controlling low- and medium-

frequency vibration or noise. References  [14,15] illustrate the current situation of studies in the field of 

vibration and noise control, particularly the anti-vibration and anti-noise of vehicles. 

In this paper, a LR composite PCs plate was firstly modelled for the potential use in vehicle engineering 

application. The result was verified by experimental test. Then LR PCs deployed on vehicle roof was 

modelled and the acoustic responses of vehicle were computed numerically. Experimental test on vehicle 

was also carried out with same PCs structure on the roof in computation. 
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2 Modelling and verification of a LR PCs plate 

A locally resonant composite PCs aluminum plate was modelled in order to investigate its potential use in 

vehicle panel vibration control application. Vibration test was carried out to verify the numerical result 

2.1 Unit cell of LR PCs 

The unit cell of a LR PCs is composed of high-density scatter, matrix, and coating of elastically soft material. 

The distance between two neighboring scatters is referred to as the lattice constant a (Figure 1). Individual 

scatters produce resonances under the excitation of elastic waves in a certain frequency range. This causes 

interaction with incident waves, which impedes the propagation. The formation of band gaps relies on the 

structure of individual scatters and their interaction with elastic waves. 
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Figure 1: Unit cell of LR PCs 

2.2 Vibration response of modeled LR PCs plate  

The LR PCs plate is modeled based on unit cells, arranged in five rows along the x direction, eight columns 

along the y direction on an aluminum plate as shown in Figure 2, which forms 5×8 period. The size of 

aluminum matrix is 600×400×2 mm and the coating layer, which is 5 mm in thickness and 40 mm in 

diameter, is made of silicone rubber with damping rate of 0.1. The steel resonators are 4 mm in thickness 

and 40 mm in diameter. The lattice constant is set to 50 mm. Finite element method (FEM) is used to 

compute the vibration response of LR PCs plate under a free-free boundary condition. The material 

properties of LR PCs plate are listed in table 1. A vertical unit force excites the PCs plate up to 1k Hz at 

PCs side of the plate and response is picked up on the other side as shown in Figure 2. 

Material 
Density 

（kg/m^3） 

Elastic modulus 

(Pa) 
Poisson’s ratio 

Steel 7840 2.16e11 0.28 

Silicone 

rubber 
1300 1.37e5 0.47 

 

Table 1: Material properties of LR PCs used in FEM 
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Figure 2: Model of LR PCs plate in FEM 
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Vibration response was computed by Nastran code, the results are shown in figure 3, in which vibration 

response of plate with and without PCs are shown respectively. A distinct forbidden band gap exists in LR 

PCs plate. The major band gap is from 240Hz to 560Hz with maximum attenuation of 49dB. 

 

Figure 3: Vibration responses of plate with and without PCs 

2.3 Experimental verification of modeled LR PCs plate  

A LR PCs plate sample of same structure as modeled (Figure 4) was made in order to experimentally verify 

the vibration response computed by FEM. The position of excitation and response measuring point were the  

 

Figure.4 : sample of PCs plate 

same as in the FEM. The entire test system, as shown in figure 5, includes excitation system, LR PCs plate, 

response system and data acquisition system. The excitation system contains shaker, power amplifier and 

force transducer. The accelerometer of response system was positioned on the response point of PCs plate 

to measure the vibration response. During the test the plate was suspended by soft elastic ropes at four 

corners to ensure its free-free boundary condition as in FEM. The suspension frequency was around 5Hz, 

which was far below the first modal frequency of the plate and would not affect its dynamic behavior. The 

plate was excited by the shaker with 1k Hz bandwidth white noise signal of unit force amplitude. The SCIII 

305 data acquisition system and signal processing software Test.Lab from LMS recorded and processed the 

vibration signal. 
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Figure.5 : Experimental test system for PCs plate 

Figure 6 shows the comparison of vibration response acquired numerically and experimentally. A band gap 

in the same frequency range is also observed from the result of experimental test, which coincides with the 

major one from FEM. Therefore both numerical and experimental results verify that multiple periods LR 

PCs has the capability of controlling mid-low frequency panel vibration which is one of the root causes 

inducing vehicle interior noise. 

 

Figure.6 : Experimental and numerical results of vibration response 

3 LR PCs Modelling on vehicle body panel  

For the application of LR PCs in vehicle noise control, vehicle body structure was modeled with multiple 

periods LR PCs on the body panel and acoustic responses of vehicle interior cavity were computed 

numerically by means of a FEM-BEM coupled technique. 

3.1 Modeling and modal analysis of vehicle body structure  

Finite element model of a sedan body structure was built with doors and glasses on it (Figure 7). The doors 

were mounted to the body through rigid connections while the front and rear glasses were mounted through 

glue connections. The material properties used in FEM is listed in table 2. Body trim and seats were not 

taken into account for the simplifying of computation. 
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Figure. 7: FE model of a sedan body structure 

 

Material 

Elastic modulus 

(MPa) 

Shear modulus 

(MPa) 
Poisson’s ratio 

Density 

(kg/m^3) 

Steel 2.16e5 8.3e4 0.266 7850 
Glass 2.0e4 8.73e3 0.145 2530 

Glue 3.6e3 2.5e3 0.35 1200 

 

Table 2.Material properties of body structure used in FEM 

Modal is the natural dynamic behavior of structures, which indicates the vibration mode of structure at each 

modal frequency. For vehicle body which is mainly composed of panels, vibration of panel mode will 

generate radiation noises in the vehicle cavity [16-19]. Therefore controlling of vehicle panel modes can 

lead to the reduction of interior noise. Modal analysis finds all the vibration modes of vehicle body including 

panel modes and shows their vibration energy in the form of mode shape.  

In this work modal analysis of vehicle body was carried out. Two panels, roof and floor, were focused due 

to their large area that several local modes could emerge. Figure 8 shows the vibration mode shapes from 

two panels, in which the vibration energy of roof is much higher than that of floor. This means that vibration 

of roof may bring about more radiation noise than that of floor and should be controlled with priority. Modal 

analysis provided a guide for identifying the most effective panel for noise control.  

 

   (a) Roof mode                     (b) Floor mode 

Figure 8. Panel modes of vehicle body 

3.2 Numerical computation for acoustic responses of vehicle cavity with LR 
PCs on roof  

The roof of vehicle body was selected for LR PCs deployment due to its high energy of vibration mode. The 

unit cell and lattice constant of LR PCs on the roof were kept same as in PCs plate, that was 5mm thick 

silicone rubber coating layer, 4mm thick steel resonator and 50mm lattice constant. The roof itself was also 

the matrix for PCs. According to the size of roof and the weight of PCs, 5×18 period which was 5 rows 

along x direction, 8 columns along y direction was arranged on the rear of roof (Figure 9). The connection 

between PCs and roof matrix shared the same nodes in FE model.  
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Figure. 9 : FE model of LR PCs on vehicle roof 

The acoustic response of vehicle is in a cavity enclosed by vehicle body, so an acoustic cavity needs to be 

modeled. This was realized by boundary element method (BEM) which modeled the acoustic boundary of 

vehicle cavity. The acoustic responses were computed by a FEM-BEM coupled technique which referred to 

as Modal Acoustic Transfer Vector (MATV) technique. The principle of MATV is in equation (1) and (2) 

[20] 

( ) { ( )} { ( )}T

np ATV v                                                               (1) 

  { ( )}= [ ] { ( )}n nv j MRSP                                                              (2) 

The acoustic response p(ω) is the results of normal structure vibration velocities vn(ω) transferred by ATV(

ω) which is the system matrix relating input of unit vibration velocity and output of corresponding acoustic 

response.  

Equation (2) presents how structure vibration is projected onto the normal direction with respect to the 

acoustic boundary and converted from displacement into velocity, Where [Φn] represents a matrix whose 

columns are composed of the structural modal vectors projected onto the normal direction with respect to 

the acoustic boundary, {MRSP(ω)} is the column vector containing the modal participation factors for the 

given excitation frequency, and jω is the frequency domain multiplication factor for the conversion of the 

modal vector data expressed in terms of vibration displacements into vibration velocities. 

Therefore MATV is essentially a combination of FEM modal analysis and BEM analysis to calculate sound 

pressure radiated from a structure based on the normal vibration velocity coming from the forced response 

of the structure. First step is obtaining a structural FEM modal analysis, and secondly to calculate a Forced 

Response, to get modal participation factors. In second part structural vibration modes are projected into the 

acoustic boundary element model, the modal participation factors are also taken in account and the ATV are 

computed from the acoustic model to the points of acoustic response. Finally the sound pressure is obtained 

at each acoustic response point. 

In this work acoustic boundary element of vehicle cavity was modeled with mesh size of 80mm (Figure 10). 

The fluid inside the cavity was air of 1.225kg/m3 density and the sound speed in the cavity was 340m/s at 

room temperature. There were no acoustic treatments on the cavity model, which made the boundary 

acoustically rigid. Four acoustic response points were defined as passenger position of front left (FL), front 

right (FR), rear left (RL) and rear right (RR). 

 

Figure. : 10 Acoustic BE model of vehicle cavity 
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The force excitation inputs on the vehicle body were selected at four engine mount connection points (Figure 

11). The spectrum of white noise signals which simulated the engine forces excited the vehicle body at four 

 

Figure. 11: Excitation points at vehicle body 

connection points. FEM-BEM coupled computation of acoustic responses were carried out LMS Virtual.Lab 

solver. The frequency range was set to 200Hz due to large computation complexity of vehicle body. 

The four acoustic responses computed with and without LR PCs on roof are shown in Figure 12. The results 

are relative comparisons of LR PCs effect because the excitations were not under real operational condition. 

The employment of LR PCs on roof resulted in noise reductions at four acoustic response points especially 

in the frequency range of 100 to 200Hz in which possibly local panel modes of roof generates.  

 

                     (a) FL position                                    (b) FR position 

 

(c) RL position                                   (d) RR position 

Figure. 12 : Four numerically computed acoustic responses 

4 LR PCs application test on vehicle  

Experimental test on vehicle under operational condition was carried out to verify the application of LR 

PCs for vehicle interior noise control. To ensure the consistency of the results the test was conducted on 

chassis dynamometer inside a semi-anechoic chamber. The vehicle which is the same sedan as in 

numerical computation was fixed on the roller bench of chassis dynamometer (Figure 13). The chassis 

dynamometer provided road load simulation for vehicle and the semi-anechoic chamber ensured a free 

field acoustic environment for the measurement.  
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Figure. 13: Vehicle test on chassis dynamometer inside semi-anechoic chamber 

The configuration of LR PCs on vehicle roof was the same as in numerical computation: 5×18 period 

with 5mm thick silicone rubber coating layer, 4mm thick steel resonator and 50mm lattice constant. One 

1/2-inch microphone and four uni-axis accelerometers were positioned on left ear of driver and on roof to 

measure interior noise and roof normal vibrations respectively (Figure 14). 

    

(a) Microphone position                    (b) Accelerometers position 

Figure. 14 : Location of measurement points 

During the test the vehicle was running under stationary operational condition of 3000rpm engine speed 

in D gear (with automatic transmission). The signals from microphone and accelerometers before and 

after employing LR PCs were recorded respectively with 30 seconds duration by LMS SCIII 305 data 

acquisition system and processed by Test.Lab software.  

The normal vibration response on middle of the roof (Acc-4) before and after employing LR PCs is shown 

in Figure 15. It can  

 

Figure. 15 : Normal vibration response on middle of the roof (Acc-4) before and after employing LR PCs 
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be seen that there is a distinct decrease of vibration on the roof in the range of 220~520Hz after employing 

LR PCs. This vibration attenuation was caused by the band gap of 5×18 period LR PCs. The overall 

vibration on middle of roof decreased from 0.05g to 0.03g. Vehicle interior noise at driver left ear reduced 

as well after employing LR PCs (Figure 16). The frequency range of noise reduction coincided with that 

 

Figure. 16 : Vehicle interior noise at driver left ear before and after employing LR PCs 

of vibration attenuation, which matched the band gap effect of LR PCs. The overall interior noise level at 

driver left ear reduced by 2.7 dB(A) from 69.4 dB(A) to 66.7 dB(A). The experimental test on vehicle 

shows the potential of composite LR PCs in the field of vehicle noise control application. 

5 Conclusions  

In this paper, composite LR PCs was modeled for the control of vehicle interior noise caused by body panel 

vibration. A multiple periods LR PCs plate with unit cell made of steel and silicon rubber was firstly modeled 

numerically and verified experimentally. The vibration response of PCs plate shows attenuation at mid-low 

frequency, which is a desired feature that can be utilized for the control of vehicle panel vibration. 

Furthermore, the LR PCs was modeled on vehicle body structure. Modal analysis was conducted to identify 

the most effective body panel of vehicle which will radiate more interior noise. LR PCs on the rear of vehicle 

roof was modeled and the acoustic responses in the vehicle interior were computed by means of a FEM-

BEM coupled technique MATV.  The numerical results shows noise reductions at acoustic response points 

especially in the frequency range of 100 to 200Hz in which possibly generates local panel modes of roof. 

Finally, experimental test on vehicle under operational condition was carried out to verify the application of 

LR PCs for vehicle interior noise control. After employing LR PCs the vibration on vehicle roof decreased 

distinctly in the mid-low frequency range of multiple period LR PCs band gap. Vehicle interior noise at 

driver left ear also reduced in the corresponding frequency range and overall level reduced by 2.7dB(A). 

The present work provides evidence that composite LR PCs structure, as a metamaterial, has potentials to 

be used in the field of vehicle noise control. 
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